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Agenda

I. Coverage under “traditional” policies vs. 
under cyber liability and data security policies 

II. G&G Oil and other cyber crime coverage cases

III. Application of case law to policy forms

IV. Strategies and practical considerations
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• In 75 BC, a 25 year old Julius Caesar was taken

hostage by a band of pirates in southern Turkey

• The pirates set his ransom at 20 talents of

silver (the equivalent of about US$400,000

today)

• Caesar laughed at them for not knowing who

they had captured and demanded that they

increase the ransom to 50 talents (about $1

million today)

• After 38 days, the ransom was delivered and

the pirates set Caesar free

• Caesar then raised a military force, returned to

the pirate’s camp and had them all crucified

Julius Caesar, 75 BC

Ransoms old and new…
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• Ransomware is a type of malicious software/malware that gains access to

files or systems and blocks user access to those files or systems.

• The malicious software then displays messages demanding a fee to be

paid in return for an encryption key.

• Threat actors have become more sophisticated, leading to skyrocketing

ransom demands and remediation expenses.

• Ransomware is now frequently combined

with data extraction and DDoS attacks.

What is Ransomware?
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• Attack vectors for ransomware fall into two broad categories:

1. Unauthorised access to system: threat actor obtains unauthorised

access to the system and installs ransomware - this may be a result of:

– compromised credentials –threat actor obtains access credentials by

a phishing email, social engineering, brute-force attack or other

method

– credentials can be to any method of remote access to the system,

most commonly by Windows remote desktop protocol (RDP)

– exploiting a system vulnerability – threat actor uses a vulnerability

in the system to gain access without credentials

– e.g. using malicious code on a website to find vulnerabilities in

web browsers

How does a ransomware attack happen?
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• Attack vectors for ransomware fall into two broad categories:

2. Installation of ransomware by authorised user: authorised user

installs ransomware:

– unintentionally – they are tricked into installing ransomware

masquerading as a legitimate file (e.g. an attachment to a phishing

email, download)

– intentionally – they are seeking to damage the network (e.g. rogue

employee)

– once the ransomware is installed, it may contain remote access

tools (RATs) which will notify the threat actor of the installation and

allow unauthorised access

How does a ransomware attack happen?



Part I
Coverage Under “Traditional” 

Policies 

vs. 

Under Cyber Liability & Data 

Security Policies 
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 First Party Coverage

– Event Management
Cyber Extortion

– Network/Business Interruption

– Dependent Business Interruption

– Consequential Reputational Loss

 Third Party Coverage

– Network Security Failure & Privacy Event Coverage

– Regulatory Defense & Penalties

– PCI-DSS Liabilities & Costs

– Media Content Liability

 Crime Coverage

– Computer Fraud/Manipulation

– Funds Transfer Fraud

– Telephone Fraud 

Cyber Insurance: Basic Coverages
Commonly Found Coverages
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 Crime Insurance

 Computer Fraud Coverage

 Business email compromise

 Ransom payments

 Property Insurance

 Direct physical loss (of) or damage to property

 Loss of functionality following ransomware event

 Commercial General Liability

 Personal Injury Coverage

 Oral or written publication of material that violates a person’s right 

of privacy

Non-Cyber Policies
“Traditional” Policies Under Which Insureds Seek Coverage for Cyber Crime Incidents



Part II

G&G Oil and Other Cyber 

Crime Coverage Cases
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 Insured oil delivery company suffered

ransomware event in November 2017

 G&G paid the ransom demand in bitcoin and

sought coverage under the commercial crime

coverage part of a multi-peril commercial

policy

 Trial and appellate court both ruled in favor

of the insurer, finding that the bitcoin

payments were not the result of the

fraudulent use of a computer

G&G Oil of Indiana v. Continental Western 
Ins. Co.
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Loss of money “resulting directly from the use of any computer to

fraudulently cause a transfer” of that property from inside the

“premises” or “banking premises”:

a. To a person (other than a “messenger”) outside those

“premises”; or,

b. To a place outside those “premises.”

Commercial Crime Coverage Part
Computer Fraud Provision
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• Whether the ransomware attack 

constitutes “fraudulent” conduct under 

the terms of the subject policy; and 

• Whether the loss ‘resulted directly 

from the use of a computer.’

Key Coverage Issues
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Insurer

• The ransomware attack was akin 

to theft, not fraud

• The loss did not result directly 

from the use of a computer

• Computer virus or hacking 

exclusion barred coverage

Insured

• The terms “fraud” and “fraudulent” 

were not defined and encompassed a 

ransomware incident

• The attackers fraudulently used its 

computers, which caused the loss

Insurer and Insured Arguments
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• Threat actors did not use a computer to fraudulently cause 

G&G to pay the ransom

• G&G knew where the payment was going without any false 

pretenses

• There was no fraud

• No coverage under the crime policy’s computer fraud 

coverage

Insurer Trial and Appellate Court Wins
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• Although transfer was voluntary, it was made under duress

• The transfer was “nearly the immediate result –without significant 

deviation –from the use of a computer

• “Fraudulently cause a transfer” can reasonably be understood as simply 

“to obtain by trick”

• The case was remanded to determine whether G&G’s computer systems 

were obtained by trick

Indiana Supreme Court Reversal and Remand
165 N.E. 3d 82 (Ind. 2021)
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Landry’s Inc. v. Ins. Co. of the State of PA
US Court of Appeals 5th Circuit (July 21, 2021)
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• Credit card processing vendor discovered issues at some Landry’s 

locations in December 2015

• Investigation revealed breach between May 2014 - December 2015

• Hackers installed program on Landry’s payment-processing devices; 

stole data from millions of credit cards; made fraudulent charges

• VISA and MasterCard levied $20 million assessment against the 

vendor

• Vendor sued Landry’s for breach contract and indemnity 

• Landry’s sought coverage under its Commercial General Liability 

policy

Landry’s Data Breach
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The policy defined "personal and advertising injury" in part as

an "injury ... arising out of one or more of the following

offenses":

(d) Oral or written publication, in any manner, of material

that slanders or libels a person or organization;

(e) Oral or written publication, in any manner, of material

that violates a person's right of privacy.

Personal Injury Coverage Part of CGL Policy
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  privacy claims

  the case involved Landry’s alleged breach of contract, not consumer

• Vendor did not allege a “violation of a person’s right of privacy” because

     third party hacked into the credit card system and stole data

• Vendor did not allege a “publication” because it asserted only that a  

District Court Grants Insurer’s MSJ
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• Policy does not define “oral or written publication”

• Coverage triggered by “publication, in any manner”

• Policy used the same term concerning slander or liable, so the term is 

presumed to have the same meaning in both provisions

• One dictionary definition of “publication” is “make available”

• Under the broadest definition, Landry’s and hackers both published the 

information, for purposes of the duty to defend

• “Everyone agrees” that the facts alleged arise from a violation of privacy 

rights; “does not matter” that vendor’s legal theories sound in contract

Fifth Circuit Reverses
19-20450 (5th Cir. July 21, 2021)
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Target Corporation v. ACE Am. Ins. Co.
US District Court, Minn. (February 8, 2021)
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When “data breach” became front page news

Target’s 2013 Data Breach

• Target suffered a massive data breach in 

2013

• Issuing banks had to reissue credit cards 

and cover fraudulent charges

• Banks sued Target for $138 million

• Target sought coverage under two 

Commercial General Liability policies
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• Whether payment card liabilities

arising from Target’s 2013 data

breach fall within the CGL policies’

definition of “property damage” for

the “loss of use of tangible property

that is not physically injured.”

Key Coverage Issues
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• Issue: whether damages are “based on” the loss of use of payment cards

• Target did not show a connection between the damages related to

settling the banks’ claims and the value of the use of the cards

• “For this reason, the connection between the damages claimed and the

loss of use of the payment cards are not loss-of-use damages covered

under the policies”

• Insurers had no duty to indemnify

District Court Grants Insurer’s MSJ
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Moses Afonso Ryan v. Sentinel Ins. Co

• Moses Afonso, a law firm, suffered a ransomware attack

• The insured’s computer network was infected and they

were unable to access their systems until they paid the

ransom and received a decryption tool

• By the time they retrieved the information, the firm had

lost over $700,000 because they were unable to work

productively for three month.

• The insured sought coverage under the Property

Insurance Section of a Business Owners Policy (BOP)
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wdm/17323332735/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Moses Afonso Ryan v. Sentinel Ins. Co

• Sentinel, pre-suit, only paid $20,000 for losses under a

“Computer and Media” coverage while denying the rest

• The insured filed suit and moved for partial summary

judgment:

• It asserted that “the necessary suspension of [its]

operations was clearly due to physical loss and

damage to [its] property (e.g., its computers,

computer system, data, and information) from the

cyberattack.”

• The firm argued that property was not defined to

include only “tangible” property, and therefore

included its intangible property, such as its computer

system, data, and information.

• MAR asserted that there was physical loss of property

because while the data was encrypted, its employees

were physically unable to access it.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wdm/17323332735/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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National Ink & Stitch v. State Auto Ins. Co.

• National Ink & Stitch suffered a ransomware attack in

December 2016

• The insured’s computer network was never taken

offline, and the insured’s business was not interrupted

• Following the installation of protective software by

cyber security vendors, the computer system ran more

slowly, but was always operational

• The insured sought coverage under the Property

Insurance Section of a Business Owners Policy (BOP)
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District Court Grants Insured’s MSJ
435 F. Supp. 3d 679 (D. Md. 2020)

• “Physical loss or damage” ≠ “utter inability to function”

• “Loss of use, loss of reliability, or impaired functionality

demonstrate the required damage to a computer

system, consistent with ‘physical loss or damage to’

language in the Policy.”

• Case was settled shortly after the district court’s

decision



Part III

Application of Case Law to 

Policy Forms
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• Coverage under any policy will turn on the facts, the terms

of the policy, and the applicable state law.

• Coverage in some BEC cases has depended on:

– Who “held” the stolen funds;

– Whether the insured had knowledge of the transfer;

– Whether the insured follow verification requirements

contained in the policy;

– How the court defines “directly”

Uncertainty Reigns: Key Points to Remember
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• Nearly all policies include some form of the so-called “war” exclusion.

One historical example (NMA 464, Jan. 1, 1938):

• directly or indirectly occasioned by, happening through or in

consequence of: war, invasion, acts of foreign enemies, hostilities

(whether war be declared or not), civil war, rebellion, revolution,

insurrection, military or usurped power or confiscation or

nationalization or requisition or destruction of or damage to property

by or under the order of any government or public or local authority

• But how does it function in this context? Is there a carve-back (e.g.,

cyber-terrorism)? Is there attribution?

Uncertainty Reigns: War Exclusion?



Part IV

Strategies & Practical Considerations 
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Strategies for Insuring Cyber and Privacy Risks 

Getting and Keeping the Right Cyber Coverage

1. Understand your cyber and privacy risk profile

2. Understand your existing insurance portfolio

3. Maximize your submission for coverage

4. Match available coverages to your risk profile

5. Understand and operationalize policy requirements and conditions
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Peter A. Halprin is a partner in Pasich LLP’s New York office. Peter represents commercial policyholders in complex

insurance coverage matters with a focus on recovery strategies in relation to cyber breaches and cyber crime, COVID-19

and natural disasters, professional services, regulatory investigations, and technology disputes. Over the course of his

career, Peter has arbitrated, litigated, and mediated claims involving a broad range of insurance policies and recovered

hundreds of millions of dollars in insurance proceeds for policyholders.

He has helped clients pursue insurance coverage for business e-mail compromise schemes, cyber crimes, data breaches,

fraudulent e-mails, invoice manipulation schemes, phishing and whaling attacks, ransomware attacks, privacy and

statutory liability, and technology E&O disputes. He is also a prolific author and speaker on insurance coverage for cyber

risks.

In addition to being a Faculty Member at the Global Cyber Institute, he is an Adjunct Professor of Law at the Benjamin

N. Cardozo School of Law, and a Fellow with the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. He has been recognized for his work

as a New York Law Journal 2021 Rising Star, a 2021 Northeast Trailblazer by The American Lawyer, a Rising Star in

Insurance and Reinsurance by Euromoney Legal Media Group’s Expert Guide, and a New York Future Star by Benchmark

Litigation.

Peter Halprin

Partner 

Pasich LLP

T: +1 646 974 6470 

E: PHalprin@PasichLLP.com

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/S2JECZ6gwgtoKErTzhmwh?domain=pasichllp.com/
mailto:Phalprin@PasichLLP.com
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Judy is a partner in the firm’s New York office. Focused primarily on insurance coverage matters, Judy represents clients in all

phases of large scale, complex first and third party insurance issues. She has extensive experience handling insurance coverage

trials in the U.S. and international arbitrations in London.

Judy's practice concentrates on coverage for exposures arising out of emerging technology, digital, and compliance risks. She

serves as coverage and monitoring counsel for cyber insurers and also counsels insurers on cyber insurance product development,

policy wordings, and silent cyber issues.

Judy’s experience includes coverage opinions, all phases of coverage litigation through trial and appeal, and international

arbitrations involving environmental, toxic tort, cyber/privacy, BIPA, TCPA, business interruption, bad faith, pharmaceutical

products, and COVID-19 exposures. She also provides insurance due diligence advice in connection with mergers and acquisitions,

run offs, and adverse development cover transactions.

Judy was named as a 2021 Insurance Trailblazer by the National Law Journal and won JD Supra 2021 Readers’ Choice Awards in

Insurance (number 1) and Cybersecurity (top 10) and was a finalist for the 2015 CLM Outside Professional of the Year award. She

has been an invited speaker at prominent industry conferences on privacy, cyber, and related insurance issues, and she is

frequently featured in various publications, including the Wall Street Journal, Fortune, Forbes, and Law360. Judy also has also

authored three eBooks: A Closer Look at Cyber Insurance, Demystifying Cyber Insurance, and Big Data for Business Leaders.

Judy has completed advanced courses at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Harvard Business School in the areas

of big data, crisis management/business continuity, cybersecurity, the Internet of Things (IoT), and finance, as well as courses in

cloud computing and the Data Protection Officer (DPO) role under the GDPR.

Judith A. Selby  

Partner 

Kennedys 

T: +1 646 625 3950 

E: Judy.Selby@KennedysLaw.com

mailto:Judy.Selby@KennedysLaw.com
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